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Abstract

Krukenberg tumour refers to a "signet-ring" subtype of metastatic adenocarcinoma to the ovary. Novak and Gray advanced 3 criteria for Krukenberg tumour.
1. Cancer in the ovary
2. Presence of mucin producing signet ring cells
3. Ovarian stromal sarcomatoid proliferation

Case Report

A 40 years old female presented with fullness of lower abdomen. Ultrasound revealed bilateral large well defined mass lesions with heterogeneous solid and cystic components in both uterine adnexa. In addition, there was gross ascites. Possibility of bilateral malignant ovarian tumours was suggested. Serum levels of CA-125 were raised (140 U/ml). Patient underwent surgery for removal of both ovarian masses. On gross examination the ovarian tumours measured 15x9x10 cms and 17x11x7.5cm in size respectively. Both ovarian tumours showed bosselated outer surface with one ovary showing presence of few cysts on the surface. Cut surface was solid, firm, grey white and lobulated with one of the ovaries showing few cysts filled with serous fluid.

Microscopic examination of multiple sections from both the ovaries showed tumour cells arranged in clusters, tubules and small glands as well as individually infiltrating the densely cellular to oedematous stroma. The tumour cells had high nucleo cytoplasmic ratio, pleomorphic nuclei and moderate to abundant cytoplasm. Many signet ring cells were seen and their cytoplasm varied from pale, vacuolated to eosinophilic and granular. PAS stain for mucin was positive.

Discussion

Krukenberg tumour is a metastatic signet ring cell...
adenocarcinoma accounting for 1% to 2% of all ovarian tumours (3). Stomach is the primary site in most Krukenberg tumours. Carcinomas of colon, appendix and breast are the next common primary sites.

Patients with Krukenberg tumours tend to be young with an average age of 45 years and usually present with symptoms related to ovarian involvement such as abdominal pain and distension (4). Ascitis is usually present in 50% of cases (4).

The microscopic spectrum of Krukenberg tumour is very broad and tubules, glands and cysts are often present. Moreover the microscopic examination shows a great variation from case to case and also within the individual neoplasm. The cellularity of the stroma varies from densely cellular to paucicellular and the paucicellular areas ranging from oedematous to mucoid. Signet ring cells are seen in most neoplasms but are often absent or inconspicuous in significant areas. The signet ring cells vary widely in their arrangement, growing singly, in clusters, pseudo tubular arrays or as lining of true tubules. Small glands and tubules are common, often resembling microcysts (when the lining is flattened) or sertoli tubules

(5). Although the entity of primary Krukenberg tumour cannot be denied, all women with typical Krukenberg tumours should be considered as having metastatic carcinoma until proved otherwise (6). The prognosis of patients with Krukenberg tumour is extremely poor with an average survival time between 3 to 10 months. Only 10% of patients survive more than 2 years after diagnosis (7).

**Conclusion**

It is important to be familiar with diagnostic histopathological features of Krukenberg tumour for correct diagnosis and prevention of tumour misclassification.
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